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Anyone who says he
can see through women
is missing a lot.
-Groucho Marx

Springtime
Tales
by Veronica Tabor ~ Daily Bull

Spring has come once again
to Michigan Tech. The sun is
shining, the birds are chirping, the grass is greener, and
the clothing is smaller. Most
people find it really nice that
we are getting 70+ degree
temperatures in March. But
the weather isn’t always
this way- most of the time,
the snow sticks around for
April, May, and even June.
I have compiled a few horror stories, dug up from the
archives of the local weather
bureau, that tell of the times
when winter did not leave
quietly.
“I had just gotten out of the
shower, and was running
late to my Calc final. I went
outside and my hair instantly
froze into mini-icicles. I just
happened to pass my friend
by on the sidewalk. When I
turned my head to send her
a friendly greeting, the centripetal force of my neck sent
the icicles flying and they imsee LOL NOPE on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and probably should not be taken seriously... like politicians!

New Strand of Grossness
by Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

Houghton has another claim to fame
as of March 1st. This particular type of
hype is not the kind Houghton is used
to. The city is now known for breeding a new, extremely vicious and
extremely resilient sexually transmitted disease. It comes as no surprise
to those in
health care
that this coincides with
the opening of the
new club
downtown.

MTU Freshman Girl

cramped, hot, sweaty spaces
and start to simply sweat out the
alcohol you have been ingesting.

One can contract this STD by
indirect contact of genitalia--it is
strong enough to travel through
the skimpy
layers that
separate
these young
people
from basically having
a giant orgy
every weekMicrobioloend night.
gists have
It can debeen convelop within
ducting re12 hours of
search and
contact, and
experiments
is physically
on this
c h a r a c t e rnew STD,
ized by a
a n d h a v e Who in their right mind considers this appropriate purple rash
public behavior? Also, GET OFF MY LAWN!
been able
spreadto compile a short list of characing over any part of the dermis
teristics of the disease. They had
that has come in contact with
this to say, “The disease thrives on
the disease. It is quite tragic,
what we have named the ‘alcohol
and nothing seems to calm the
sweats’. This is when you are in small,
violent itch that also ensues.”
see Oh Those High Schoolers on back
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While there is no official name for the disease yet, the local campus
has simply nicknamed it “Purple Fire”. While it is horrid that such a thing
has developed, it has become easier for all those desperate, single
men to sort out the skanky from the innocent. “This one girl I’ve had
a crush on since like, Freshman year, had a huge ring of Purple Fire
around her mouth and generally on her facial orifices. Major turn-off.”
Some of the more promiscuous members of the community are
outraged at the lack of immediate remedy for their blazing purple
predicament. “Well if I had known that I would be, like, marked, or
had a chance of actually catching something, I wouldn’t’ve gone
down on that guy in the men’s room. But I’m young! This stuff isn’t
supposed to happen to me!” one unnamed female was quoted.
The World Heath Organization has not bothered to acknowledge
this outbreak. “The isolated area that is Houghton will just kill the
disease off itself. It won’t spread, it will stay contained. It isn’t until
it makes it to Northern that we really have to worry about anything.
Until then, just avoid alcohol and densely populated quarters to
help prevent the spread.” Unfortunately, the advice of no alcohol
is sure to cause uproar by all those plagued with the Purple Fire. If
they have to suffer with the clearly visible evidence of being overly
amorous, they might as well drown their sorrows in more alcohol.
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The Sandwich That Fought Back
by Steve Whittaker~ Daily Bull

A local convenience store was be- simple process; first the sandwich the scene to deal with the suspect.
ing help up earlier this morning by an will use its hunger vision to famish In order to prevent from being
armed gunman when a local sand- the crooks. After which the foe has completely consumed by criminals,
wich came and stopped the
the Masked Sandwich uses its
robbery.
regenerative powers that are
fueled by his partners Bread,
The gunman was waiting as the
Meat, and Cheese.
clerk filled up a sack with the
register’s cash when the sandThe original sandwich artist,
wich came into the store and
Harold Goldman, is credited
managed to stop the gunman
with creating the powerful
in his tracks. Using its trademark
crime fighter. During a recent
move known only as deliciousinterview Harold told us, “It
ness, the sandwich was able
came to me one day during
to detain the suspect until the
the lunch rush as I watched
local law enforcement arrived.
how immobilized people beIt was a tasty ending to a deadcame once eating my sandly situation.
wiches.”
But who is this elusive sandwich? Known to the locals as
the Masked Pastrami, this sandwich has been creating quite
a buzz. Spawned in a downtown deli, the Masked Pastrami has been fighting a recent
crime wave that has hit the city.
The super sandwich uses deliciousness as his main weapon.

We have been unable to catch
up to the sandwich to get an
interview, though the locals
that have had contact with it
have told us that it is the strong
silent type preferring to leave
the scene as soon as authority figures arrive. If you have
seen the sandwich in action
then we want to hear about it.
no choice but to eat the sandwich. Send us an email or letter and let us
How you might ask does such a thing Distracted by eating, it’s only a mat- know what you think of the Masked
stop crime? Well actually it’s a fairly ter of time before police arrive on Pastrami.
from LOL NOPE on front

paled her. It was so tragic, and so
difficult to explain to the police.”
-Rebecca, during finals week in April,
1999.

too late. With no clear ground nearby
due to the lack of plowing, getting
out of the snow bank was impossible. I watched as my friend was
sucked in, knowing there was nothing
“I was walking with my friend, Fred, I could do to save him. RIP Fred. “
to the Library on a Sunday, and of -George, during summer classes, July
course the University does not plow 2003
the pathways on the weekend. We
were just innocently strolling along, “I was galloping upon my horse, alwhen a ferocious gust of wind most a tad bit late to my mining edutossed him into the nearest snow cation course, when suddenly ol’ Butbank. I turned to help him, but it was terscotch stopped short. I was mildly

confused for a second. She had just
stopped in a clearing, no building in
sight! I said ‘Goll darn Butterscotch,
what you be doin’ stoppin’ here?
It was seemingly just an open-snow
covered field. Twas’ then when I realized-that this WAS the Michigan College of Mines! It was just completely
buried from the snowstorm the night
before!”
-Jonathan St. McLawrenceston, October 1902.

